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Abstract

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) is a serious pathogen of rice which displays tremendous interstrain variation. The emer-

gence of highly-virulent strains of Xoo is a major threat to rice cultivation. Evolutionary insights into genome dynamics of highly

virulent strains as compared with the less-virulent ones are crucial for understanding the molecular basis of exceptional success of

Xoo as a highly evolved plant pathogen. In the present study, we report complete genome sequence of Xoo strains with extreme-

virulent pathotypes (XVPs) characterized based on their reaction toward ten resistance (Xa) genes. One strain, IXO1088, can

overcome resistance mediated by all the ten resistance genes while the other strain IXO704 cannot overcome any of them.

Interestingly, our investigation revealed that XVPs display dramatic variation in the genome structure with numerous rearrange-

ments/inversions. Moreover, XVPs also possess distinct transposon content and prophage elements that may provide genomic

flux required for the acquisition of novel gene cassettes and structural changes in the genome. Interestingly, analysis of tran-

scription activator-like effector proteins, which are major virulence determinants of Xanthomonas pathogen show marked

variation in the transcription activator-like effector content and DNA binding domain of tal genes. Overall, the present study

indicates the possible role of mobilomes and repetitive elements in major structural and sequence alterations, which may be

leading to the emergence of novel and extreme pathotypes. The knowledge and resource of XVPs will be invaluable in the further

systematic understanding of evolution and management of variant pathotypes of Xoo.
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Introduction

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae is a model plant-patho-

genic bacterium that causes bacterial blight disease in

rice plants and leads to notable reduction in rice yield

(Ni~no-Liu et al. 2006; Noh et al. 2007). For successful inva-

sion, Xoo secretes various virulence factors such as tran-

scription activator-like effectors (TALEs) into the host cells

modulating host cell machinery for its own benefit (Boch

et al. 2009; Moscou and Bogdanove 2009). These effectors

bind to the promoter elements and regulate expression of

either susceptible (S) genes, that make environment suit-

able for bacterial growth (Bogdanove et al. 2010; Römer

et al. 2010) or resistance (R) genes that limit bacterial in-

fection by generating host defense response (Bogdanove

et al. 2010; Schornack et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2015). The

TALEs are highly specific toward their host targets and this

specificity is provided by nearly identical, tandem repeats of

30–35 amino acids (aa) in the central repeat region. The

number of repeats varies between different TALEs and

polymorphism lies at the 12th and 13th positions of each

repeat (Boch et al. 2009; Moscou and Bogdanove 2009).

The 13th residue is a base-specifying residue that interacts

with nucleotide, whereas 12th residue plays a role in sta-

bilization of loop structure (Deng et al. 2012). Variation at

12th and 13th positions determines the nucleotide specif-

icity of each repeat and together these residues are known

as repeat variable diresidues (RVDs) (Boch et al. 2009;

Moscou and Bogdanove 2009).
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The host plant resistance is deployed as an effective ap-

proach for the development of resistant rice cultivars. To date,

different resistance (R) genes also called as Xa genes have

been identified from rice and deployed for the development

of resistant rice cultivars (Iyer and McCouch 2004; Kim et al.

2015; Wang et al. 2015; Busungu et al. 2016). Such as, se-

quence variation in EBEs (effector binding sites) of “S” genes

can inhibit binding of TALEs thereby inhibiting activation and

expression of various susceptible genes (Li et al. 2012).

Similarly, engineering “R” genes to include EBEs for multiple

TALEs can generate a defense response against a broad spec-

trum of strains (Tian et al. 2014). Despite the exploitation of

diverse repertoire of resistance (R) genes, Xoo strains are rap-

idly evolving to overcome the resistance conferred by these

resistance (R) genes by acquiring TALEs that can utilize alter-

nate target genes. For example, some Xoo strains are able to

overcome xa13 mediated resistance by expressing a TALE that

can activate expression of an alternate SWEET gene of the

host (Antony et al. 2010; Carpenter et al. 2018). Similarly,

strains that can express PthXo1 TALE can overcome xa5-me-

diated resistance by activating a host-susceptible gene called

SWEET11 (Sugio et al. 2007).

Based on the effectiveness of ten Xa genes (Xa1, Xa3, Xa4,

xa5, Xa7, xa8, Xa10, Xa11, xa13, Xa21), Xoo isolates have

been characterized into 11 pathotypes (Mishra et al. 2013). In

the present study, we report complete genome-based com-

parative analysis of two Xoo strains, IXO1088 and IXO704,

belonging to pathotypes XI and X, respectively. Pathotype XI

isolates are highly-virulent and can overcome resistance con-

ferred by all the resistance genes, whereas pathotype X iso-

lates are less-virulent and susceptible to them. Hence,

complete genome-based investigation of diverse pathotypes

could shed novel insights on their origin, evolution, and

emergence.

Xoo is reported to be the second most complex genome

known in the bacterial world due to presence of large number

of repetitive elements such as TALEs encoding genes (Schmid

et al. 2018). Emergence of affordable and long read-sequenc-

ing technologies is enabling investigation of TALEs repertoire,

diversity, and their host targets toward evolution of virulent

strains which is not possible using draft genomes (Bansal et al.

2018). Other than tal genes, the present study also highlights

the possible role of mobile elements such as transposable

elements, prophages, and plasmids in emergence of variant

pathotypes in Xoo. These elements can result in genomic

rearrangements, acquisition of novel genes, and expression

level changes subsequently enhancing virulence potential of a

pathogen.

Materials and Methods

DNA Isolation and Genome Sequencing

Strains were grown in nutrient broth media at 28 �C for 48 h.

Genomic DNA was isolated using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit

(Qiagen). Quantity and quality of DNA were assessed using

Nanodrop and Qubit 2.0 Fluorometric. For Nanopore se-

quencing, 3mg of initial DNA was used for DNA end prep

using NEBNext Ultra II End repair/dA-Tailing modules (NEB).

Library was prepared using Ligation Sequencing Kit 1 D (SQK-

LSK108) and Native Barcoding Kit 1 D (EXP-NBD103). The

barcode and adapter ligation steps were performed using

NEB ligase master mix module and NEB T4 DNA ligase mod-

ule, respectively. All beads washing steps in the protocol were

performed using AMPure beads (Beckman Coulter). Finally,

12ml of prepared DNA library was loaded onto the flow cell

according to manufacturer’s instructions and sequenced us-

ing MinION (FLO-MIN-106 version R9.4) flow cell using

MinKNOW software (http://community.nanoporetech.com,

last accessed February 11, 2020) (Oxford Nanopore

Technologies) (v.1.13.1) for 48 h. Raw reads were base called

using Albacore v2.3.3 software (http://community.nanopore-

tech.com, last accessed February 11, 2020).

Genome Assembly and Annotation Using ONT and
Illumina Reads

Reads obtained after demutiplexing were hybrid (both ONT

and Illumina reads) assembled using Unicycler v.0.4.8-beta

(Wick et al. 2017) in bold mode. The assembled genomes

were then error corrected for multiple rounds with short reads

generated by Illumina using pilon v1.22 (Walker et al. 2014).

The assembled genomes were then checked for the com-

pleteness and presence of contamination using CheckM

v1.0.13 (Parks et al. 2015). Genome coverage was checked

using BBmap tool v38.42 (Bushnell 2014). Genomes were

annotated using NCBI PGAP (Prokaryotic Genome

Annotation Pipeline) (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/

annotation_prok/, last accessed February 11, 2020). The

IXO704 and IXO1088 genomes were submitted to NCBI

WGS portal with accession numbers CP040604 and

CP040687, respectively. IXO704 strain contains 25-kb plas-

mid for which the sequence was submitted with accession

number CP040603.

Genome Comparison

Genome comparison between IXO1088 and IXO704 strains

was performed using progressive MAUVE tool with default

parameters (Darling et al. 2004). Pan-genome analysis was

performed using Roary (Page et al. 2015). Functional catego-

rization of unique genes into cluster of orthologus classes was

obtained using EggNOG (Jensen et al. 2007). The pictorial

representation of IXO1088 and IXO704 genomes was drawn

using DNA plotter (Carver et al. 2009).

TALEs Analysis

All tal genes were identified using AnnoTALE software version

1.2 (Grau et al. 2016). Identified TALEs were assigned to
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different families using AnnoTALE class builder file. In order to

find out orthologs of IXO704 and IXO1088 TALEs, both

AnnoTALE and FuncTAL (P�erez-Quintero et al. 2015) software

were used. For FuncTAL, RVD sequence was used as input.

Identification of Mobile Elements and Prophage Regions

Insertion elements (IS) elements were identified using ISsaga

tool (Varani et al. 2011). Putative genomic islands containing

prophage regions were identified using PHASTER tool (Arndt

et al. 2016).

Results and Discussion

Complete Genome Characteristics of IXO1088 and
IXO704 Genomes

Complete genome size of IXO704 and IXO1088 is 4,994,377

and 5,093,052 bp, respectively. IXO704 strain contains a plas-

mid of 25,634 bp named as pIXO-704, whereas IXO1088

does not contain any plasmid. The pIXO-704 plasmid is

99.97% identical to plasmid, pBXO1-2 (CP033203) from an-

other Xoo strain BXO1 (Kaur et al. 2019). A total 4,762 CDS

for IXO704 and 4,821 CDS for IXO1088 were found in the

genome. Genome coverages for IXO704 and IXO1088 were

96� and 138�, respectively, with average GC content of

63.7% for both the genomes. Further, genome completeness

and contamination were found to be 100% and 0%, respec-

tively, for both the genomes. The pictorial representation of

both the genomes is provided in supplementary figure 1,

Supplementary Material online.

Extensive Structural Variation in the Genome Architecture
of Extreme-Virulent Pathotypes

Xoo genomes are known to be one of the most complex

genomes (Schmid et al. 2018). Large-scale evolutionary

events such as rearrangements, indels, inversions, and dupli-

cations can contribute to the evolutionary success of a major

pathogen. Therefore, to understand genome-wide evolution-

ary dynamics of extreme-virulent pathotypes (XVPs), we car-

ried out comparative genome analysis using progressive

MAUVE. The genomes of XVPs displayed dramatic variation

in genome structure as seen by numerous large-scale rear-

rangements and inversions (fig. 1A). Strain-specific features

observed including some regions, which are present in

IXO1088 but completely absent from IXO704 strain. Most

of the strain-specific unique regions encode phage proteins

pointing toward a role of phages as anchor regions in driving

evolution of extreme pathotypes through gene duplication,

gene disruption, and chromosomal rearrangements.

Role of Mobilomes in Driving Evolution of XVPs

To further look at unique gene pool content contributing to

variations between XVPs, we performed pan-genome

analysis. The total size of the pan-genome is 5,507 genes

with 4,139 core genes, which are present in both the strains,

whereas 722 genes were unique to IXO1088 strain and 646

genes were unique to IXO704 strain. Further, we calculated

the average GC content of unique genes. Overall proportion

of unique genes with atypical GC content (Bansal et al. 2017)

that is not in the range of 63.7% (6 2.5%) was 50.3% and

48.2% for IXO704 and IXO1088, respectively. The average

GC content for Xoo chromosomal genome is 63.7%,

whereas unique genes with significantly lower or higher GC

content point toward their acquisition through horizontal

gene transfer events. Unique genes were then functionally

annotated into cluster of orthologus classes (fig. 1B). Genes

belonging to category “L” (replication, recombination, and

repair) and category “S” (with unknown function) are highly

represented and their number varies in both the strains.

Mobile elements can play a major role in pathogens diver-

sity and enhancing virulence profile through transfer of viru-

lence genes. Analysis also revealed high number of unique

genes with unknown functions in IXO1088. Hence, genes

belonging to categories “L” and “S” may be contributing

toward genome dynamics such as ISs, transposases, and pro-

phages. Therefore, we investigated the mobilomes of two

genomes. In IXO1088, ten prophage regions were identified

with three intact regions of 16.6, 43.8, and 47.5 kb, whereas,

in IXO704, only three prophage regions were identified with

one intact region of 21.3 kb (fig. 1A). Detailed features of

prophage regions with their location, size, and number of

proteins are given in supplementary table 1, Supplementary

Material online.

As IS elements are also known to play key role in genomic

alterations, we studied IS element content and differences in

XVPs using ISSaga. As can be seen in (fig. 1C), there is varia-

tion in number and type of IS elements in both pathotypes.

About 747 IS elements were observed for IXO704 classified

into 20 families. Whereas in IXO1088, total 725 IS elements

were found classified into 21 families (fig. 1C). Interestingly,

there is an addition of a new family Tn3 family transposase in

IXO1088.

Genome Sequence Reveals Variations in TALome in XVPs

TALEs are key pathogenicity factors of Xoo. Due to repetitive

nature of TALEs, their diversity cannot be assessed using draft

genomes. Availability of complete genomes allowed us to the

exploration of TALEs. The TALEs analysis revealed rearrange-

ments and inversions of tal genes with addition of some new

tal genes. IXO704 and IXO1088 genomes contain 16 and 17

TALEs, respectively, with two pseudo TALEs in the both the

genomes (fig. 2A). The RVD sequences of some TALEs vary in

both the genomes with variations at both 12th and 13th

positions (fig. 2B). In IXO704, 13 TALEs were orthologs of

IXO1088. Out of these 13, 3 TALEs (TalAE13, TalAB15, and

TalAG14) were identical to IXO1088 with no RVD variation,
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whereas 10 TALEs (TalAA14, TalAF16, TalAO14, TalAQ13,

TalAP13, TalAR12, TalAL10, TalAH10, TalBA8, TalAN13)

showed variation in at least one or more RVDs. TalDW1,

TalDX1, and TalDY1 of IXO704 were assigned to new class

with no orthologs in Xanthomonas family (fig. 2B).

In comparison to other strains, IXO1088 contains 16

TALEs, which are orthologs of PXO99A TALEs, with 9

TALEs, which are identical and 7 TALEs with variations in

RVD sequences, whereas 3 TALEs, TalAL10, TalAS12,

TalAM9 have no orthologs in PXO99A. Interestingly, in

IXO704, out of 18 TALEs, 12 TALEs are orthologs of

PXO99A with only 2 TALEs that are identical, whereas 10

TALEs possess variations in the RVDs and 6 TALEs (TalAL10,

TalBH2, TalDR3, TalDW1, TalDX1, and TalDY1) have no

orthologs. As TALEs are highly specific for their targets, var-

iation in the RVDs can disrupt their target specificity.

Similarly, presence of TALEs with no orthologs or new family

of TALE can target new or alternative host genes thus elim-

inating success of particular resistance gene.

Conclusion

Emergence of highly resistant strains that can overcome resis-

tance mediated by all major resistance genes is a grave threat

to rice cultivation. Complete genome studies of Xoo strains

with XVP surprisingly revealed distinct variation in both con-

tent and sequence of TALome. Interestingly, acquisition of

novel genes and numerous genomic rearrangements medi-

ated by unique and large number of IS elements indicates

non-TALE origin in variant and new pathotypes. Presence of

large number of prophage elements that may be leading to

genomic flux that can affect structure and function of ge-

nome resulting in origin of XVPs. Spread of phages within

or between species can even lead to clonal diversification of

FIG. 1.—(A) Complete genome alignment of IXO704 and IXO1088 performed using progressive MAUVE. The scale represents coordinates of each

genome. Different color blocks represent LCBs (Local Collinear Blocks) which are conserved segments in both the genomes. Within LCBs, white area

represents low similarity regions or regions unique to one genome but absent in another. LCBs above black horizontal central line are in forward orientation

and below this are in reverse orientation. Colored lines show rearrangement of LCBs between two genomes. Arrows above the scale represent putative

prophage regions identified using PHASTER tool. Color code represents: maroon for intact phages (score >90), blue: incomplete phage regions (score 70–

90), green: questionable phage regions (score<70). (B) Pie chart showing distribution of unique genes classified into cluster of orthologous groups in both

the genomes. (C) Distribution of IS elements into different IS families in both the genomes. The asterisk sign shows the presence of Tn3 family transposase in

IXO1088 but its absence in IXO704.
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pathogens. Moreover, finding large number of genes with

atypical GC content indicates role of horizontal gene transfer

mediated by mobile elements in XVPs. The resource and find-

ings from this study will aid in further molecular studies and

management of pathotypes in Xoo.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and

Evolution online.
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